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TELANGANA, HYDERABAD
READINESS PROGRAMME LEVEL-1

I Learning outcomes :
After  completing  this worksheet child will be  able to :

* Compare the capacity of measuring jars

* Measure liquids in litres

* Solve the word problems on measuring liquids

II) Conceptual understanding/ model problem/ model example.

a) Liquids, like water, milk, oil etc are measured with measuring jars. The unit for measur-
ing liquids is litre.

1 Litre jar 2 Litre jar
b) Given bellow are the pairs of vessels. Which vessel holds more water?
Put a  mark for the right choice.

Class :I V Medium : English Subject : Mathematics
Name of the chapter: Measurements Worksheet No. : 12
Topic/Concept : Comparing the capacity of measuring jars

  a) b)

c) d)
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III Worksheet

1) Look at the following table.

By reading the table above, write anwsers for the following questions

a) How many jugs of water can fill a pot.?

b) How many jugs of water can fill a bucket.?

c) How many glasses of water can fill a bucket.?

d) How many glasses of water can fill a pot.?

Which one holds more water? bucket or pot.?

2) Do the following problems.

a) A vessel can hold 28 cups of tea when it is completly filled. Saraswathi has taken out 16
cups of tea from the vessel. How many cups of tea is remaing in the vessel?

b) A tank can be filled with either 9 pots of water or 54 jugs of water. How many jugs of
water are needed to fill a pot?

c) Kailash poured 14 pots of water in a tank. Rishi then poured 16 pots of water to fill the
tank. What is the capacity of the tank?

Suggestions :
Collect and solve the problems like these. Disscuss then with your friends

IV What I have learnt? :-
* Compare the capacity of measuring jars

I can  do I can't do
* Solves the word problems on measuring liquids

I can  do I can't do

5  20 100

10 40 200

No. of No. of No. of
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